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All-In-One Home
Audio System

Unlike its portable counterparts in the
Yoyo range, (L) is designed to stay
firmly in the hub of home life,
delivering exceptional power and
sound quality for all of your audio
needs.
Yoyo (L) includes Bluetooth
streaming, Chromecast built-in,
Spotify Connect and not forgetting an
ARC and Optical Input to hook your
TV up to it too.
(L) houses three speakers in one to
deliver a powerful centre stage plus
left and right channel separation for
an incredibly immersive experience.

Demonstration Tracks

At Cambridge Audio we use our ears
constantly, both as passionate music
lovers and audio professionals
looking for test examples.

We test our products with all types of
content and the following
suggestions are our picks for a great
demo experience for your customers.

Great British Sound

1

2

DROP
by CORNELIUS
POINT (2001)

JACK OF SPEED
by STEELY DAN
TWO AGAINST NATURE (2000)

Drop by Cornelius from 2001 album
Point is a fun listen that kicks off
with splashing stereo water before
overlaying a rhythmic acoustic
arrangement dusted with light vocals.
Yoyo (L)’s three speaker
configuration easily handles the
multi layered soundstage.

The Yoyo (L)’s rigid sealed
construction gives Jack of Speed’s
laidback groove and melodic bassline
plenty of room to breath and with
plenty of power to spare. Select the
Music EQ, set the sub to the middle
position and enjoy.

What does ‘British Sound’ mean? To us it’s about removing any barriers that might distort or alter the
original recording and not adding any of our own flavour. What you hear from our products is a pure
and unfiltered 'British' sound – just as the artist intended.
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Room Filling Sound
Our in-house engineering team have gone to great lengths to ensure an exceptionally detailed and yet expansive
sound from the Yoyo (L), faithful to our philosophy of delivering Great British Sound.
FRONT AND SIDEMOUNTED DRIVERS
Yoyo (L) delivers a powerful centre stage plus
individual left and right channel separation. A driver
and a subwoofer work in tandem on the front and each
side of the Yoyo (L) delivering an incredibly immersive
experience.

MARTON MILLS ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT
FABRIC COVERING
We wanted Yoyo to deliver British Sound in British
Style so we partnered with world-renowned Yorkshire
weavers Marton Mills who have been expertly crafting
fabrics since 1931 to wrap each of our speakers in 100%
worsted wool. Our bespoke Birds Eye fabric is treated
to repel dirt, water and unnecessary wear and tear. It
also undergoes extensive testing to ensure acoustic
transparency meaning the sound is anything but
woolly.

FOUR EQ SETTINGS
Select from four EQ settings to optimise your audio
perfectly for your content. Simply choose your mode
from the supplied remote control and dial the bass up
or down to your liking – Music, TV, Film or Voice.
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Versatile Connectivity
Designed as a living room audio hub, Yoyo (L) connects to a wide variety of media including a selection of hard
wired connections as well as network and Bluetooth options.
CHROMECAST BUILT-IN

HDMI ARC

Chromecast allows users to send audio from their
favourite apps directly to the Yoyo (L) from the app's
servers meaning the phone or tablet becomes a control
device rather than the source. Chromecast works
seamlessly with Android devices and many popular
iOS applications. Just tap the Chromecast icon within
the app, select Yoyo (L) and start casting content from
Spotify, Tidal, TuneIn, Deezer and many more.
Chromecast also supports multi-room audio meaning
the Yoyo (L) will work in a group alongside other
Chromecast enabled speakers.

A conventional TV HDMI port only allows information
to travel one way – in to the TV. Connecting an Audio
Return Channel (ARC) capable sound system to the TV
ARC port allows an audio signal to travel back the
other way. Connecting Yoyo (L) using ARC means
there is no need for an additional optical cable to enjoy
enhanced television audio performance.

A full list of compatible apps is available on the
google store website.

BLUETOOTH
When other connection methods aren’t available, Yoyo
(L) has Bluetooth built-in for ultimate convenience.
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Clever Touches
Yoyo (L) has some really neat features built in to help you get the most from your new speaker.
IR REMOTE LEARNING

USB CHARGING

If you connect to your TV using ARC then your TV
remote will automatically change Yoyo (L)'s volume. If
not you may want to programme Yoyo (L) to learn your
TV remote's volume commands.

Tired of your smartphone running out of power whilst
playing music? Yoyo (L)'s built in USB port lets you
charge your smartphone or other MP3 device whilst
you listen.

1. To learn the Vol+ command from your TV remote,
press and hold the input select and + buttons on Yoyo
(L) for 3 seconds. The + button on the Yoyo (L) will start
flashing. Press the Vol+ button on your TV remote,
remembering to point it at Yoyo (L).
2. To learn the Vol– command from your TV remote,
press and hold the input select and – buttons on Yoyo
(L) for 3 seconds. The – button on the Yoyo (L) will start
flashing. Press the Vol– button on your TV remote,
remembering to point it at Yoyo (L).
3. To learn the Mute command from your TV remote,
press and hold the input select and both Volume + / –
buttons on Yoyo L for 3 seconds. Both Volume + / – on
the Yoyo L will start flashing. Press the Mute button on
your TV remote, remembering to point it at Yoyo L.

NFC
Simply tap your NFC (Near Field Communication)
enabled Android device to the NFC logo on Yoyo (L) to
set up a Bluetooth connection.

Inside Story
SIMON FREETH
SENIOR MECHANICAL
DESIGN ENGINEER

Engineer Photo

We're located in London SE1, right
on the doorstep of some of the most
creative, exciting developments in
the music industry and our products
are designed and engineered inhouse. Outside of work we're
musicians, sound engineers and
above all music lovers.
The Yoyo family of speakers cover
almost every usage scenario we
could think of. With the (S) and (M)
being portable products, the Yoyo
(L) was the final piece of the puzzle.
It's connectivity and form factor
make it the perfect small living
room all-rounder.

Simon says "The biggest challenge
we faced whilst designing the Yoyo
(L) was fitting it all into such a small
box. Inside it's like a submarine lots of bulkheads to keep it rigid and
airtight to get the subwoofer
performance right. We even had to
build an 'airlock' for the concealed
inputs to stop air leaking out.
In addition, finding the right fabric
to finish the Yoyo range took time as
it had to be hardwearing, look smart
and most importantly have no
negative impact on the sound. In the
end, Marton Mills came up with a
bespoke version of one of their
patterns that fit the bill."

Stacking Up
YOYO (L)

CANTON DM 5
SOUNDBASE

Q ACOUSTICS
MEDIA 4

SONY SRSZR7B
WIRELESS SPEAKER

CHROMECAST BUILT-IN
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VARIABLE EQ SETTINGS

YES
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NO

NO

Technical Specification
WEIGHT

4.25kg

COLOURS

Dark Grey or Light Grey

CONNECTIVITY

Bluetooth with NFC
Spotify Connect
Google Chromecast
HDMI ARC
3.5mm AUX
S/PDIF Optical

DIMENSIONS

269mm x 125mm x 269mm

Related Products
YOYO (S)

YOYO (M)

(S) stands for small and from the outside, that is exactly what
this speaker is. Highly compact and perfectly portable. But
behind the fabric, (S) boasts a range of components selected
for the most powerful and high quality performance you can
fit into a speaker this size. So the sound is anything but
small.

There’s no disguising that (M) was made by Hi-Fi
engineers. Yes, a one box speaker is practical and space
efficient, but from a sound perspective this is a
compromise. Recorded music is mastered to be heard
in stereo, and for that you need two speakers. Which is
why we’ve introducing L+R channel into the world of
portable Bluetooth speakers.

